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Previous research has shown that different musical instrument sounds have strong emotional
characteristics. This paper investigates how emotional characteristics vary with pitch and
dynamics within the bowed string instrument family. We conducted listening tests to compare
the effects of pitch and dynamics on the violin, viola, cello, and double bass. Listeners
compared the sounds pairwise over 10 emotional categories. Results showed that the emotional
characteristics Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, and Calm generally increased with pitch but
decreased at the highest pitches. Angry and Sad generally decreased with pitch. Scary was
strong in the extreme low and high registers, while Shy and Mysterious were unaffected by
pitch. For dynamics, the results showed that Heroic, Comic, and Angry were stronger for loud
notes, while Romantic, Calm, Shy, Sad, and the high register for Happy were stronger for soft
notes. Scary and Mysterious were unaffected by dynamics. The results also showed significant
differences between different bowed string instruments on notes of the same pitch and dynamic
level. These results help quantify our understanding of the relative emotional characteristics
of the strings. They provide audio engineers and musicians with suggestions for emphasizing
emotional characteristics of the bowed strings in sound recordings and performances.

0 INTRODUCTION

Music emotion has been a hot topic in recent years with
many studies on music emotion recognition systems [1–
13] and other applications [14–22]. One strand of music
emotion research has focused on the various connections
between timbre and music emotion.

In particular, a number of recent studies have found
that different musical instruments have strong emotional
characteristics [23–30]. For example, among sustained
instruments the violin was found to be stronger in
the characteristics Happy, Heroic, and Comic than the
horn [24].

These studies have focused on a single common pitch,
usually a note just above middle C, so that as many treble
and bass clef instruments can be compared against one
another as possible. Such a comparison provides a practical
and useful point of reference when comparing the spectral
profiles and emotional characteristics of the instruments.
But it is also valuable to see how the instruments vary in
their spectral and emotional characteristics with different
pitches and dynamic levels. Several studies have shown that
pitch and dynamic levels can change perceived aspects of
the sound in musical excerpts [31–33], speech [34, 35], and
isolated musical instrument tones [23].

Most relevant to the current study, we recently studied
how the piano’s emotional characteristics changed with
pitch and dynamics from C1 to C8 over piano, mezzo,
and forte dynamic levels [36, 37]. In that study we found
that the emotional characteristics Happy, Romantic, Comic,
Calm, Mysterious, and Shy generally increased in pitch in
an arching shape that decreased at the highest pitches. The
characteristics Heroic, Angry, and Sad basically decreased
in pitch. Comic was strongest in the mid-register. Scary had
a U-shape that was strongest in the extreme low and high
registers. In terms of dynamics on the piano, the character-
istics Heroic, Comic, Angry, and Scary were stronger for
loud notes, while Romantic, Calm, Mysterious, Shy, and
Sad were stronger for soft notes. Surprisingly, Happy was
not affected by dynamics.

In a similar way to that previous study, this paper consid-
ers how the emotional characteristics of the bowed string
instruments differ with pitch and dynamics. While various
studies have investigated the timbre of the violin or bowed
strings, considering factors such as perceived pitch [38],
vibrato [38], and openness [39], to our knowledge none
has considered the emotional characteristics of the bowed
strings for different pitches and dynamic levels. We will
compare the pitches C1–C7 at piano and forte dynamic
levels.
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We are curious to see how the bowed string results com-
pare to those of the piano. Will the emotional characteristics
follow similar patterns or be completely different? We will
determine which emotional characteristics increase with
pitch and which decrease. Are any strongest in the mid-
register? Are any relatively unaffected by pitch? Are the
curves smoothly varying or are there some with strong iso-
lated peaks?

We expect some instrument-dependent differences be-
tween the piano and bowed strings, but there might be some
strong similarities as well especially for dynamics. After
all, it seems like Calm would generally be soft in dynamics
regardless of instrument, but there could be surprises for
other emotional characteristics. In any case, we will de-
termine which emotional characteristics are strong for soft
notes, and which for loud notes. Perhaps some emotional
characteristics will be relatively unaffected by dynamics.
And perhaps there are some emotional characteristics with
differences in dynamics just for isolated parts of the pitch
range (e.g., high notes but not low notes).

We are also especially curious to see the differences in
the individual bowed string instruments (e.g., violin and
viola) at the same pitch and dynamic levels. The bowed
strings are mostly resized versions of the violin making
them more uniform in timbre when compared to the brass
and wind instrument families that have more distinct differ-
ences. Nevertheless, there are distinct timbral and percep-
tual differences between the violin, viola, and cello at for
example C4 or C5, and these differences are bound to show
up as differences in their emotional characteristics as well.

Overall, this study will help quantify the emotional ef-
fects of pitch and dynamics in the bowed strings. The results
will provide possible suggestions for musicians in orches-
tration, performers in blending and balancing instruments,
and audio engineers in recording and mixing bowed string
instruments.

1 EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

We conducted listening tests to compare the effects of
pitch and dynamics on the emotional characteristics of in-
dividual bowed string instrument sounds. We tested the vi-
olin, viola, cello, and double bass at three or four different
pitches, and at both forte (loud) and piano (soft) dynamic
levels. We compared the sounds pairwise over 10 emotional
categories (Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Mys-
terious, Shy, Angry, Scary, and Sad) to determine the effects
of pitch and dynamics.

For this investigation we used short sounds isolated from
musical context in order to isolate the effects of pitch and
dynamics. We also correlated the emotion ratings with sev-
eral pitch, dynamic, and spectral features in order to better
understand how their emotional characteristics are related
to timbre in the bowed strings.

1.1 Stimuli
The experiment used sounds from the four main instru-

ments in the Western bowed string family: violin (Vn),

viola (Va), cello (Vc), and double bass (Cb). The sounds
were obtained from the Prosonus sample library [40]. The
sounds presented were approximately 0.9 s in length. For
each comparison, the first sound was played, followed by
0.2 s of silence, and then the second sound. Thus the total
for one comparison was 2 s.

We chose this duration as it was long enough to allow
listeners to hear a representative portion of the sound, but
not too long or else the overall length of the listening test
would become too long. In our previous study [29] we
found that emotional characteristics were clear for very
short sounds of 0.25 s duration, but only for mid-register
pitches. To allow listeners to hear the details of the attack
and early decay well for the lowest pitches, we could not use
a duration too short, and 1 s tones were the best compromise
in length. We felt that listeners would judge 1 s or 2 s
sounds (or longer) with similar results. Previous studies
of Peretz et al. [14], Krumhansl [41], and Filipic et al.
[42] also confirmed that listeners could already discriminate
emotions or even identify the artist by using very short
musical excerpts as short as 0.25 s. The sounds were so short
that factors such as rhythm, melody, and chord progression
were largely excluded.

The pitches for each instrument were as follows:

� Vn: C4, C5, C6, C7
� Va: C3, C4, C5
� Vc: C2, C3, C4, C5
� Cb: C1, C2, C3

The sounds were all Cs of different octaves so as to avoid
other musical intervals influencing the emotional charac-
teristics of the sounds. Each note also had two dynamic
levels, corresponding to forte (f) and piano (p)—loud and
soft. The total number of sounds was 28 (14 notes × 2
dynamic levels).

The samples at the two dynamic levels were provided
by the Prosonus sample library, which was judged by the
performers and sound engineers involved in the production.
We confirmed that they were consistent and reasonable and
did not make further adjustments in the amplitude.

The instrument sounds were analyzed using a phase-
vocoder algorithm, where bin frequencies were aligned with
harmonics [43]. Temporal equalization was carried out in
the frequency domain, identifying attacks and decays by in-
spection of the time-domain amplitude-vs.-time envelopes.
These envelopes were reinterpolated to achieve a standard-
ized attack time of 0.07 s, sustain time of 0.36 s, and decay
time of 0.43 s for all sounds. These values were chosen
based on the average attack and decay times of the original
sounds. As different attack and decay times are known to
affect the emotional responses of subjects [23], equalizing
avoids this potential factor. The stimuli were resynthesized
from the time-varying harmonic data using the standard
method of time-varying additive sine wave synthesis (os-
cillator method) [43] with frequency deviations set to zero.
We verified that the resynthesized sounds were representa-
tive of the original sounds and free from audible artifacts.
We also confirmed that the spectral features were also
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Table 1. The 10 chosen emotional categories and related music
expression markings commonly used by classical composers.

Emotional Category
Commonly-used Italian musical

expression markings

Happy allegro, gustoso, gioioso, giocoso,
contento

Heroic eroico, grandioso, epico
Romantic romantico, affetto, afectuoso,

passionato
Comic capriccio, ridicolosamente, spiritoso,

comico, buffo
Calm calmato, tranquillo, pacato, placabile,

sereno
Mysterious misterioso, misteriosamente
Shy timido, riservato, timoroso
Angry adirato, stizzito, furioso, feroce, irato
Scary sinistro, terribile, allarmante, feroce,

furioso
Sad dolore, lacrimoso, lagrimoso, mesto,

triste

retained intact using the phase-vocoder algorithm. All
sounds were recorded and sampled at 44100 Hz with 16-bit
resolution and played back using the D/A converter with
24-bit resolution at the original sampling rate.

1.2 Emotional Categories
The subjects compared the stimuli in terms of ten emo-

tional categories: Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm,
Mysterious, Shy, Angry, Scary, and Sad.

We selected the same categories we have used in previ-
ous studies [37, 44–48]. Composers often use these terms in
tempo and expression markings in their scores. We chose to
use simple English emotional categories so that they would
be familiar and self-apparent to subjects rather than Italian
music expression markings traditionally used by classical
composers to specify the character of the music. The chosen
emotional categories and related Italian expression mark-
ings [49–52] are listed in Table 1. We include a group of
10 emotional categories that are similar to the 8 adjective
groups of Hevner [53]. We chose the four main categories
that are commonly used to represent the four quadrants of
the Valence–Arousal plane [54] (Happy, Sad, Angry, and
Calm). The other categories are distinctly different from
these four, but frequently occur in music expression mark-
ings. Other researchers have also used some of these (or re-
lated) emotional categories [55–57]. These emotional cat-
egories also provide easy comparison with the results in
[24–30, 36, 37, 47, 58].

The 10 emotional categories were considered separately.
For example, the stimuli were rated for how Happy they
were relative to one another within each category. Ratings
were not compared across categories.

1.3 Test Procedure
Twenty-three subjects were hired to take the listening

test. All subjects were fluent in English. They were all
undergraduate students at the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology where all courses are taught in

Table 2. The dictionary definitions of the emotional
categories used in our experiment.

Emotional Category Definition [59]

Happy Glad, pleased
Heroic Exhibiting or marked by courage and

daring
Romantic Making someone think of love
Comic Causing laughter or amusement
Calm A quiet and peaceful state or condition
Mysterious Exciting wonder, curiosity, or surprise

while baffling efforts to comprehend
or identify

Shy Disposed to avoid a person or thing
Angry Having a strong feeling of being upset

or annoyed
Scary Causing fright
Sad Affected with or expressive of grief or

unhappiness

English. All stated that they had no known hearing im-
pairments. Subjects did not have highly-trained ears (e.g.,
recording engineers, professional musicians, or music con-
servatory students) but were average attentive listeners.

The subjects were seated in a quiet room with 39 dB
SPL background noise level. The noise level was further
reduced with headphones. Sound signals were presented
through Sony MDR-7506 headphones. We felt that basic-
level professional headphones were adequate in represent-
ing the bowed string sounds for this test as the sounds were
readily distinguishable. A big advantage of the Sony MDR-
7506 headphones is their relative comfort in a relatively
long listening test such as this one, especially for subjects
not used to tight-fitting studio headphones. The volume on
all computers were calibrated manually so that the C4 forte
violin tone sounded at the same moderate loudness level as
judged by the authors.

The subjects were provided with an instruction sheet con-
taining definitions of the 10 emotional categories from the
Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary [59]. The dictio-
nary definitions we used in our experiment are shown in
Table 2.

Every subject made pairwise comparisons on a computer
among all the 28 combinations of instruments, pitches,
and dynamics for each emotional category. During each
trial, subjects heard a pair of sounds of different instru-
ments/pitches/dynamics and were prompted to choose the
sound that represented the given emotional category more
strongly. Each trial was a single paired comparison requir-
ing minimal memory from the subjects. In other words,
subjects did not need to remember all of the tones, just the
two in each comparison. One big advantage of using paired
comparisons of emotional categories is that it allows faster
decision-making by the subjects. Paired comparison is also
a simple decision and is easier than absolute rating.

Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the listening test inter-
face. Each combination of sounds was presented once
for each emotional category, and the listening test to-
taled (28

2) combinations × 10 emotional categories =
3780 trials. For each emotional category, the overall trial
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Fig. 1. Paired comparison listening test interface.

presentation order was randomized (i.e., all the Happy com-
parisons were first in a random order, then all the Sad com-
parisons were second, and so on). However, the emotional
categories were presented in order to avoid confusing and
fatiguing the subjects. As with any listening test, there can
be learning at the beginning and fatigue at the end. For this
test, there were 10 random test trials at the start of the test
that were not used in calculations to minimize the effects
of learning.

Altogether the listening test took about 2–3 hours over
several sessions. There were also forced short breaks of 5
minutes after every 30 minutes to help minimize listener
fatigue and maintain consistency.

2 RESULTS

We ranked the sounds by the number of positive votes
received for each emotional category, deriving scale values
using the Bradley–Terry–Luce (BTL) statistical model [60,
61]. The BTL values for each emotional category sum to
1. The BTL value given to a sound is the probability that
listeners will choose that sound when considering a given
emotional category. For example, if all 28 sounds (14 notes
× 2 dynamic levels) were considered equally Happy, the
BTL scale values would be 1/28 ≈ 0.0357. The correspond-
ing 95% confidence intervals were derived using Bradley’s
method [61]. Fig. 2 shows graphs for the BTL scale values
and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals for each
emotional category and instrument.

At first glance, one notices that the individual instrument
lines are similar and together outline an overall trend for
the bowed strings for each emotional characteristic. There
are some distinctive outliers such as the forte cello at C5.

In terms of pitch, several of the emotional categories in
Fig. 2 had a similar arching shape, including Happy, Heroic,
Romantic, Comic, and Calm, peaking at C5 (or C6). Sad
was also arching but peaked at C2. Both Sad and Angry
could be characterized as mostly decreasing with pitch.
Scary was uniquely U-shaped with peaks at the extreme
high and low pitches. Both Shy and Mysterious were flatter
with relatively little change in pitch.

In terms of dynamics, the emotional characteristics
Heroic, Comic, and Angry were stronger for loud notes,
while Romantic, Calm, Shy, and Sad were stronger for soft
notes. The characteristics Mysterious, Scary, and most of
Happy (except the high register) were relatively unaffected
by dynamics.

2.1 The Effects of Pitch and Dynamics
The curves for most of the categories in Fig. 2 showed

clear trends. For example, Heroic had a strong arch for forte
and a gentler arch for piano.

To more precisely quantify these trends, we wanted to
determine whether the effects of pitch and dynamics were
significant for the bowed string tones. An ANOVA analysis
is the usual way to accomplish this, but ANOVA requires
independent variables. For the bowed strings, pitch and
dynamics are independent but instrument is not since the
violin for example only ranges from C4 to C7 and does not
include tones from C1 to C3. Alternatively, we can treat the
bowed string family as a single instrument for the purposes
of this analysis and select representative tones for each
pitch. For example, at C5 we can select the violin as the
most representative instrument of the string family, leaving
aside the viola and cello. Using this idea, we constructed
our “most representative” bowed strings using double bass
for C1, cello for C2–C4, and violin for C5–C7 (see Fig. 3).
In a way, this make sense since the violin and cello are
much more common as solo instruments than the viola and
double bass and in this sense most representative of the
bowed strings. But, to be fair to the viola and double bass,
we also constructed a second “less common” representative
consisting of double bass for C1–C2, viola for C3–C5, and
violin for C6–C7 (see Fig. 4). The values in Figs. 3 and
4 are simply the extracted values from Fig. 2. The overall
shapes in Figs. 3 and 4 are basically similar. We can then
run ANOVA on both representatives for the bowed strings
and compare the results.

For each emotional category, a two-way ANOVA with
replication was performed to test the effects of pitch and
dynamics. Since we wanted to consider each listener’s pref-
erences individually, rather than the composite BTL value,
ANOVA was performed on the number of times each lis-
tener preferred each tone compared to the others category-
by-category. So, for example if listener #1 preferred the
violin–C5–forte to all the other tones for Happy, then lis-
tener #1’s violin–C5–forte value would be 27 since there
were 27 other tones. And, if listener #1 preferred all the
other tones to the double bass–C1–piano, the correspond-
ing value would be 0. The other tones’ values would be
somewhere between 0 and 27.

As a preliminary step to the ANOVA, a Shapiro–Wilk test
was performed to check whether the listener preference data
were normally distributed. Table 7 in the Appendix shows
the result. The degree of freedom for each tone and category
was 28, representing the 28 listeners. About 90% of the data
were normally distributed. Since the vast majority of the
data were normally distributed, we performed a two-way
ANOVA. Sphericity was violated with a small epsilon (see
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Fig. 2. Emotional characteristics of bowed string sounds based on the BTL scale values and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
(f = forte, p = piano)

Table 8 in the Appendix), thus we applied the Greenhouse–
Geisser correction. Table 3 shows the corrected ANOVA
results.

Table 3 confirms that the most representative and less
common instruments are largely in agreement. This means
that the viola and double bass had about the same collective
effects on pitch and dynamics as the violin and cello. In
particular, the effect of pitch and dynamics were both sig-
nificant for 7 or 8 of the 10 categories at the p < 0.05 level.

Mysterious was basically flat and noisy and not significant
for either pitch or dynamics. Shy was not significant for
pitch since the piano curve was basically flat across pitch.
Scary was not significant for dynamics since the piano and
forte curves nearly overlapped.

For pitch, Scary was significant for the less common
strings, but not for the most representative strings, indi-
cating some instrument-dependence. Similarly, Happy was
also instrument-dependent and significant for dynamics
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Fig. 3. Emotional characteristics of the “more representative” bowed string sounds based on the BTL scale values and the corresponding
95% confidence intervals.
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Fig. 4. Emotional characteristics of the “less common” bowed string sounds based on the BTL scale values and the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals.
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Table 3. p-values from the two-way ANOVA for the effects of
pitch and dynamics. Values that were significant (p < 0.05) are

shown in bold and shaded in grey.

Most Representative Less Common

Pitch Dynamics Pitch Dynamics

Happy 0.000 0.025 0.000 0.069
Heroic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Romantic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Comic 0.037 0.004 0.045 0.001
Calm 0.001 0.000 0.008 0.000
Mysterious 0.467 0.388 0.512 0.217
Shy 0.318 0.000 0.107 0.000
Angry 0.017 0.000 0.026 0.000
Scary 0.072 0.508 0.039 0.255
Sad 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

with the most representative strings but not with the less
common strings. If you look carefully, comparing the cate-
gory Happy in Figs. 3 and 4, there are significant differences
at C2 and C3 for the most representative but not the less
common strings.

2.2 Differences between the Individual
Instruments

We identified differences between individual bowed
string instruments by calculating BTL differences between
instruments at the same pitch and dynamic level. Most of the
200 possible pairs (10 shared pitches between the 4 instru-
ments × 2 dynamic levels × 10 emotional categories) were
not significantly different. However, there were a number
of exceptions. Table 4 lists the biggest BTL differences
ordered from largest to smallest. The cello and C5 forte
appear in 12 of the 13 largest pairs listed in Table 4. We
will mention several notable examples. For C5 forte notes,
the cello was regarded as much more Heroic, Angry, and
Comic and less Happy, Romantic, and Calm than the violin
and viola. For C2, the cello was considered more Sad than
the double bass. The violin was ranked much more Heroic
and Romantic than the viola at C5 or C4 forte, and less
Happy.

Table 4. Biggest BTL differences between different bowed
string instruments at the same pitch and dynamic level, ordered

from largest to smallest.

Emotional Categories Instruments Sound �BTL

Heroic Vc > Va C5f 0.0455
Happy Vn > Vc C5f 0.0371
Angry Vc > Vn C5f 0.0341
Angry Vc > Va C5f 0.0323
Heroic Vn > Vc C5f 0.0244
Happy Va > Vc C5f 0.0228
Romantic Vn > Vc C5f 0.0225
Sad Vc > Cb C2p 0.0225
Comic Vc > Va C5f 0.0212
Heroic Vn > Va C5f 0.0211
Romantic Va > Vc C5f 0.0184
Calm Vn > Vc C5f 0.0176
Calm Va > Vc C5f 0.0176
Romantic Vn > Va C5p 0.0154
Comic Vc > Vn C5f 0.0146
Shy Va > Vc C5f 0.0143
Happy Va > Vn C5f 0.0143
Romantic Vn > Va C4f 0.0139
Happy Vn > Va C5p 0.0130

As an alternative, more general perspective, Fig. 5 shows
the percentage of cases where each instrument was signif-
icantly greater than other instruments for each category at
the same pitch and dynamic level. So, for example the violin
was significantly greater than the viola and cello about 40%
of the time for Romantic. Based on the figure, we see that
the violin was significantly greater than the other instru-
ments for Romantic, Calm, and Sad. The double bass was
significantly greater than the other instruments for Happy,
Shy, and Angry.

Fig. 6 shows the total number of cases that an instrument
was significantly greater than another instrument for each
pitch. It only includes C2 to C5 since only the double bass
is at C1 and only the violin is at C6 and C7. There were
almost twice as many cases at C5 compared to all the other
pitches together. This indicates that C5 is a hotspot for
differentiating the individual string instruments.

Fig. 5. Percentage of cases where each instrument was significantly greater than other instruments at the same pitch and dynamic level.
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Table 5. Pearson correlation between emotional categories and features, with significant correlation values shown in bold (for p <
0.05).

Features

Emotional Categories

Happy Heroic Romantic Comic Calm Mysterious Shy Angry Scary Sad

No. of
emotional
categories

with
significant

correlations

Log of Fundamental
Frequency

0.68 0.27 0.41 0.32 0.19 −0.57 −0.15 −0.42 −0.31 −0.68 5

Peak RMS Amplitude (dB) −0.52 0.51 −0.59 0.40 −0.75 −0.19 −0.76 0.73 0.25 −0.26 7
Spectral Centroid −0.66 −0.37 −0.54 −0.35 −0.30 0.68 0.11 0.38 0.54 0.46 6
Spectral Centroid Deviation −0.68 −0.39 −0.55 −0.40 −0.31 0.70 0.08 0.43 0.53 0.47 8
Spectral Incoherence −0.17 −0.15 −0.36 −0.04 −0.33 0.45 −0.11 0.35 0.55 −0.10 2
Spectral Irregularity 0.12 −0.23 0.27 −0.23 0.37 −0.21 0.30 −0.38 −0.21 0.12 1
Tristimulus T1 (harmonic 1) 0.23 0.13 0.12 0.04 −0.03 −0.33 −0.24 −0.23 0.00 −0.45 1
Tristimulus T2 (harmonics

2–4)
0.47 0.02 0.42 0.16 0.38 −0.06 0.31 −0.19 −0.38 0.11 4

Tristimulus T3 (harmonics
5+)

−0.59 −0.18 −0.43 −0.15 −0.23 0.45 0.09 0.40 0.26 0.48 5

No. of features with
significant correlations

6 2 6 2 2 5 1 6 4 5

Fig. 6. Total number of cases that an instrument was significantly
greater than another instrument for each pitch.

2.3 Correlation between Emotional
Characteristics and Pitch, Dynamic, and Spectral
Features

Pitch, dynamic, and spectral features for each of the
sounds are given in Tables 9 and 10 in the Appendix (the
spectral features are described in detail in [29, 62, 63]).
Correlations between these features and the BTL values in
Fig. 2 are shown in Table 5. Peak RMS Amplitude (dB)
showed significant correlations for most emotional cate-
gories, confirming the importance of dynamics in emotional
characteristics. Mysterious and Scary did not show corre-
lation for the amplitude feature and showed less dynamic
sensitivity in Fig. 2.

The pitch feature Log of Fundamental Frequency was
also significant for half of the emotional categories. At the
same time, 7 or 8 of the 10 emotional categories showed
responses clearly varying in pitch in Fig. 3, but many were
non-monotonic and distinctly arched or U-shaped (e.g.,
Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Scary in Fig. 2). Since

correlation is calculated linearly, the correspondence of
pitch was underestimated by correlation. Happy was the
most linear emotional characteristic in its relationship to
pitch, especially between C2 and about C5 (similarly for
Sad from C3 to C6).

The correlation values for Spectral Centroid (and its de-
viation) and Log of Fundamental Frequency in Table 5 are
very similar, but with a change of sign, suggesting the strong
inverse dependence of brightness on pitch. The correlation
between these features based on the values in Tables 9 and
10 was −0.97 (p < 10−5), indicating a very strong nearly-
linear inverse correlation.

Aside from Spectral Centroid (and its deviation) other
spectral features did not have as many significant correla-
tions. Since pitch and dynamics were such strong factors,
listeners probably did not focus on other spectral features
as much.

Partial correlation analysis was also done to study the ef-
fects of pitch and dynamics. Table 6 shows the correlation
between emotional categories and features when the effects
of pitch and dynamics were removed. Interestingly, Spectral
Centroid (and its deviation) remained correlated with more
than half of the emotional categories. Spectral Incoherence
increased in its number of significant differences indicat-
ing its relative importance after pitch and dynamics. This
indicates that listeners frequently used spectral features as
a secondary criterion to differentiate emotional character-
istics in tones from different instruments but with the same
pitch and dynamic levels. On the other hand, Tristimulus
T3 greatly decreased indicating its relative dependence on
pitch and dynamics.

The biggest changes among emotional characteristics
were for Happy and Mysterious, which greatly decreased in
the number of significant features from Table 5 to Table 6
when the effects of pitch and dynamics were removed. This
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Table 6. Pearson partial correlation between emotional categories and features with the effects of pitch and dynamics removed.
Significant correlation values shown in bold (for p < 0.05).

Features

Emotional Categories

Happy Heroic Romantic Comic Calm Mysterious Shy Angry Scary Sad

No. of
emotional
categories

with
significant

correlations

Spectral Centroid −0.34 −0.19 −0.65 −0.05 −0.69 0.40 −0.46 0.26 0.65 −0.70 6
Spectral Centroid Deviation −0.38 −0.30 −0.60 −0.22 −0.59 0.50 −0.42 0.36 0.58 −0.48 6
Spectral Incoherence −0.02 0.05 −0.45 0.20 −0.65 0.30 −0.63 0.54 0.55 −0.76 6
Spectral Irregularity 0.04 −0.24 0.23 −0.25 0.41 −0.28 0.41 −0.42 −0.18 0.21 3
Tristimulus T1 (harmonic 1) −0.26 −0.50 0.01 −0.64 0.21 0.34 0.40 −0.36 0.23 0.41 4
Tristimulus T2 (harmonics

2–4)
0.55 0.45 0.29 0.56 0.09 −0.36 −0.16 0.15 −0.37 −0.22 3

Tristimulus T3 (harmonics
5+)

−0.2 0.22 −0.32 0.32 −0.38 −0.11 −0.39 0.34 0.05 −0.34 1

No. of features with
significant correlations

1 2 3 2 4 2 6 2 3 4

indicates Happy and Mysterious were strongly affected by
pitch and dynamics and less affected by spectral features
than other emotional categories.

Conversely, Shy greatly increased in the number of sig-
nificant features from 1 to 6 when the effects of pitch and
dynamics were removed, revealing its relative sensitivity to
spectral features. Since pitch was not a significant factor
for Shy, this indicates that listeners were keying on Spec-
tral Centroid and other spectral fluctuations as secondary
criteria to dynamics when making their judgments. For ex-
ample, when listeners compared two tones both at the same
dynamic level, they used spectral features to differentiate
how Shy they were.

Looking at the the particular categories and features in
Table 6, Spectral Centroid, Centroid Deviation, and Spec-
tral Incoherence were strongly negatively correlated with
Romantic, Calm, Shy, and Sad indicating sounds that were
less bright and had fewer spectral fluctuations were con-
sidered more Romantic, Calm, Shy, and Sad. Sounds that
were bright with more spectral fluctuations were considered
more Scary and Angry. The Tristimulus features indicate
that sounds with weaker fundamental frequencies relative
to harmonics 2–4 were considered more Heroic and Comic
for the bowed strings.

3 DISCUSSION

The main goal of our work was to determine how the
emotional characteristics of bowed string instruments vary
with pitch and dynamics. With respect to the original mo-
tivating questions of this paper, from Fig. 2 and Table 3
we can observe the following regarding pitch in the bowed
strings:

� Eight out of ten emotional categories showed signifi-
cant effects due to pitch.

� Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, and Calm gener-
ally increased with pitch, but decreased at the highest

pitches. They were distinctly arched and peaked at C5
(or C6).

� Angry and Sad generally decreased with pitch, though
in different ways. Sad decreased after an initial in-
crease in the lowest pitches of the double bass, while
Angry started at a high level.

� Heroic, Comic, Calm, and Romantic were strongest in
the mid-register, C4 to C5, and weaker in the highest
and lowest registers.

� Shy and Mysterious were not significantly affected by
pitch.

� Scary was strong in the lowest and highest registers,
and weak in the mid-register between C3 and C6.

Regarding dynamics in the bowed strings:

� Eight of ten categories showed significant effects due
to dynamics.

� Heroic, Comic, and Angry were stronger for loud
notes.

� Romantic, Calm, Shy, and Sad were stronger for soft
notes. Soft notes were also stronger in the high register
for Happy.

� Surprisingly, Mysterious and Scary were not affected
by dynamics.

� The high register had the widest gap between dynam-
ics for Happy, Calm, and Shy. The middle register
had the widest gap between dynamics for Heroic, Ro-
mantic, Comic, and Sad. The gap between dynamics
was somewhat uniform across different registers for
Angry.

Overall, the results showed that pitch generally had a sim-
ilar effect on emotional categories with similar Valence.
The high-Valence characteristics Happy, Heroic, Comic,
and Calm had broadly similar shapes in Fig. 2 (mostly-
increasing and arching), while the low-Valence character-
istics Angry and Sad were decreasing. The middle-Valence
characteristics, Mysterious and Shy, were unaffected by
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pitch. Scary was the biggest exception, increasing with
pitch in the high register rather than decreasing like the
other low-Valence characteristics Angry and Sad. Dynam-
ics had a similar effect on emotional categories with similar
Arousal, though there were more exceptions. The high-
Arousal characteristics Heroic, Comic, and Angry were
strongest for loud notes, while the low-Arousal charac-
teristics Calm, Shy, Romantic and Sad were strongest for
soft notes. However, the high-Arousal categories Happy
and Scary were relatively unaffected by dynamics. It seems
strings could be terrifyingly Scary when loud, or suspense-
fully Scary when soft.

We expect some of these results are rather specific to
bowed string instruments while others might be specific
to sustaining instruments. Further research will uncover
these specific differences. We would expect more differ-
ences compared to the non-sustaining instruments. Nev-
ertheless, we were curious to see how the bowed string
results compared to those we found in our previous study
of another instrument, the piano.

The bowed strings results in Fig. 2 show some remark-
able similarities to the piano results in Chau et al. [37].
But since bowed string instruments have a continuous tone
while the piano does not, there exist expectable differences.
For pitch, seven of ten emotional characteristics basically
agreed in their overall trends (Heroic, Mysterious, and Shy
were different). Heroic was most different with a decreasing
trend for the piano and a mostly increasing arching shape for
the strings. For dynamics, the similarities were even more
striking, and all ten of the emotional categories basically
agreed. It is not surprising that Heroic, Comic, and An-
gry would be loud for both piano and bowed strings, while
Calm, Shy, and Sad would be soft. However, it is interest-
ing that Happy, Mysterious, and Scary would be unaffected
or relatively less affected by dynamics in both piano and
bowed strings. The correlation between the bowed strings
and piano BTL data was 0.60 (p < 10−14), indicating a
strong correlation.

We suspect that the agreement in dynamics is probably
fairly instrument-independent since categories such as Shy
and Calm are inherently soft by nature. Pitch is almost cer-
tainly more instrument-dependent, since each instrument
has its own particular pitch range and timbre. Further work
with other instruments can help put these ideas on firmer
footing.

As a disclaimer, musical features such as intention and
articulation were not involved in the experiment. The results
are therefore only for a generic context-free situation, and
that these effects would be further modulated by context-
dependent musical features such as melody, harmony, and
phrasing.

The above results can give suggestions to musicians
in orchestration, performers in blending and balancing
instruments, and recording engineers in mixing record-
ings and live performances. Emotional characteristics can
be manipulated in a recording, performance, or compo-
sition by emphasizing instruments, pitches, and dynam-
ics that are comparatively stronger in representing these
characteristics. The results confirm some existing com-

mon practices for emotional emphasis (e.g., using low
double basses and high violins together for Scary pas-
sages). However, they also identify some less-commonly
understood characteristics of the bowed strings, such as
the Angry and Comic qualities of the high cello at loud
dynamics.
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APPENDIX

Table 7. Results of a Shapiro–Wilk test to check the normality of the pairwise voting data. Entries in bold and shaded
in grey were normally distributed.

Happy Heroic Romantic Comic Calm Mysterious Shy Angry Scary Sad

CbC1f 0.224 0.436 0.063 0.381 0.425 0.622 0.159 0.345 0.431 0.542
CbC1p 0.023 0.533 0.171 0.176 0.675 0.523 0.480 0.452 0.233 0.620
CbC2f 0.076 0.806 0.954 0.116 0.659 0.318 0.800 0.876 0.917 0.576
CbC2p 0.296 0.282 0.589 0.718 0.151 0.458 0.107 0.318 0.050 0.412
CbC3f 0.466 0.795 0.809 0.723 0.484 0.746 0.336 0.788 0.054 0.868
CbC3p 0.684 0.281 0.087 0.430 0.259 0.555 0.363 0.314 0.461 0.561
VcC2f 0.046 0.310 0.824 0.673 0.129 0.207 0.120 0.308 0.878 0.188
VcC2p 0.486 0.007 0.412 0.625 0.330 0.134 0.316 0.975 0.801 0.630
VcC3f 0.125 0.178 0.119 0.248 0.772 0.601 0.881 0.813 0.045 0.351
VcC3p 0.013 0.839 0.448 0.340 0.293 0.626 0.031 0.062 0.431 0.084
VcC4f 0.563 0.184 0.308 0.571 0.348 0.773 0.031 0.476 0.511 0.018
VcC4p 0.512 0.439 0.294 0.472 0.923 0.688 0.708 0.179 0.294 0.112
VcC5f 0.157 0.060 0.390 0.445 0.367 0.256 0.002 0.282 0.512 0.005
VcC5p 0.775 0.264 0.218 0.073 0.021 0.342 0.038 0.046 0.714 0.286
VaC3f 0.283 0.856 0.451 0.180 0.521 0.155 0.407 0.849 0.413 0.665
VaC3p 0.211 0.476 0.205 0.958 0.600 0.268 0.011 0.099 0.518 0.642
VaC4f 0.814 0.636 0.425 0.906 0.065 0.199 0.003 0.343 0.331 0.552
VaC4p 0.879 0.521 0.183 0.882 0.098 0.799 0.072 0.128 0.077 0.686
VaC5f 0.407 0.026 0.042 0.136 0.007 0.583 0.336 0.009 0.902 0.190
VaC5p 0.113 0.506 0.143 0.153 0.126 0.150 0.419 0.595 0.402 0.900
VnC4f 0.363 0.511 0.620 0.138 0.348 0.981 0.603 0.508 0.705 0.011
VnC4p 0.903 0.639 0.513 0.320 0.958 0.098 0.948 0.156 0.333 0.183
VnC5f 0.070 0.143 0.784 0.173 0.028 0.161 0.294 0.342 0.137 0.078
VnC5p 0.560 0.216 0.538 0.700 0.389 0.836 0.032 0.440 0.594 0.116
VnC6f 0.065 0.053 0.211 0.396 0.130 0.192 0.005 0.398 0.462 0.002
VnC6p 0.012 0.570 0.840 0.242 0.007 0.999 0.185 0.361 0.617 0.013
VnC7f 0.001 0.063 0.314 0.737 0.158 0.400 0.003 0.669 0.359 0.000
VnC7p 0.341 0.011 0.763 0.406 0.422 0.726 0.006 0.267 0.717 0.101

Table 8. Results of the Mauchly’s Sphericity Test on the data for ANOVA.

Most Representative Less Common

Sig. Epsilon Sig. Epsilon

Happy 0.000 0.450 0.000 0.420
Heroic 0.000 0.509 0.000 0.392
Romantic 0.000 0.522 0.000 0.436
Comic 0.000 0.387 0.000 0.417
Calm 0.000 0.516 0.000 0.424
Mysterious 0.000 0.330 0.000 0.270
Shy 0.000 0.485 0.000 0.382
Angry 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.307
Scary 0.000 0.399 0.000 0.394
Sad 0.000 0.480 0.000 0.416
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Table 9. Pitch, dynamic, and spectral features of the sounds of the double bass (Cb) and cello (Vc).

Features Sounds CbC1f CbC1p CbC2f CbC2p CbC3f CbC3p VcC2f VcC2p VcC3f VcC3p VcC4f VcC4p VcC5f VcC5p

Log of Fundamental
Frequency

5.03 5.03 6.03 6.03 7.03 7.03 6.03 6.03 7.03 7.03 8.03 8.03 9.03 9.03

Peak RMS Amplitude (dB) −1.82 −9.93 −0.95 −9.81 −0.38 −14.94 −6.03 −12.71 −3.49 −15.84 0.00 −7.64 −8.85 −19.80
Spectral Centroid 15.88 16.97 7.75 7.88 6.02 5.70 12.11 11.92 7.54 7.89 4.47 3.82 5.25 4.46
Spectral Centroid Deviation 2.63 4.55 2.79 2.33 1.52 1.40 4.30 2.56 1.69 1.44 1.06 0.75 0.57 0.56
Spectral Incoherence 0.29 0.25 0.18 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.34 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.20 0.14
Spectral Irregularity 0.11 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.08 0.13
Tristimulus T1 (harmonic

1)
0.01 0.01 0.30 0.30 0.33 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.14 0.11 0.42 0.48 0.12 0.16

Tristimulus T2 (harmonics
2-4)

0.42 0.41 0.31 0.28 0.44 0.51 0.42 0.49 0.34 0.36 0.27 0.27 0.49 0.56

Tristimulus T3 (harmonics
5+)

0.57 0.58 0.39 0.41 0.24 0.20 0.57 0.50 0.52 0.53 0.31 0.25 0.39 0.28

Table 10. Pitch, dynamic, and spectral features of the sounds of the viola (Va) and violin (Vn).

Features Sounds VaC3f VaC3p VaC4f VaC4p VaC5f VaC5p VnC4f VnC4p VnC5f VnC5p VnC6f VnC6p VnC7f VnC7p

Log of Fundamental
Frequency

7.03 7.03 8.03 8.03 9.03 9.03 8.03 8.03 9.03 9.03 10.03 10.03 11.03 11.03

Peak RMS Amplitude (dB) −0.95 −11.32 −2.40 −11.40 −11.47 −22.81 −1.55 −7.65 −0.19 −16.73 −4.47 −18.88 −5.93 −16.57
Spectral Centroid 8.38 7.35 5.11 4.48 4.17 4.41 4.09 3.51 2.76 3.95 2.59 2.87 1.84 1.67
Spectral Centroid Deviation 1.01 1.31 0.80 0.71 0.45 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.33 0.46 0.30 0.31 0.17 0.15
Spectral Incoherence 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.19 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.16 0.20 0.21 0.09 0.10
Spectral Irregularity 0.17 0.17 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.05 0.13 0.02 0.10 0.15 0.15
Tristimulus T1 (harmonic

1)
0.00 0.00 0.26 0.28 0.20 0.17 0.29 0.30 0.49 0.24 0.41 0.20 0.70 0.69

Tristimulus T2 (harmonics
2-4)

0.41 0.47 0.38 0.41 0.51 0.51 0.47 0.51 0.33 0.46 0.45 0.66 0.18 0.23

Tristimulus T3 (harmonics
5+)

0.58 0.53 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.33 0.24 0.19 0.18 0.30 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.08
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